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* ' trodnetsen

The Code of Federal Regulations in the proposed part (10 CFR 60) requires

that the applicant for a license to operate a Eigh Level Waste Repository

demonstrate tkat his design of the repository including the desLgh of the

packaging of the waste, as well as the proposed operating procedures, are such

that there is reasonable assurance that the repository so designed can be

operated without significant incremental risk to the public resulting from re-

leases of radioactivity to the accessible environment, and includes the cri-

teria of 1000 vear containment and an annual release rate not to exceed 10-S

of the Inventory.

This Draft Staff Technical Position aims to clarify the information and

analyses that would be expected of the applicant to substantiate the safety of

the design and that will be part of the basis for the eventual finding by the

NRC that th. repository can be operated without undue risk to the public.

Due to the preliminary state-of-the-art of prediction of risk for a re-

pository system to operate withingthe frame of existing regulations, Cenerally

accepted methods have not been developed and tested to the extent that a body

of precedent exists for use as example and as reference. Furthermore, the

confidence with which the prediction of risk from a repository can be made may

not be as high at 44.would be desirable. Eowever, the methods and overall

approach o robabilstic Risk Analysis (PEA) are useful as a vehicle to iden-

tif rgIanio and convey the information required to satisfy the criterion of

afisonable assurance.

The concept of reliability of the repository to comply with the retgla-

tory requiremeats 4 rves the purposes of providing a unified approach to the

evaluation of assurance, of providing a logical framework for systematic ana-

lysis of the design, and of supplying rules and criteria to test the relevancy
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', relative Importance of the various phenomena, components and procedures

which individually and in combination determine the capabillty of a proposed

repository system to perform its fundamental function of isolation of the

radioactivity from the accessible environment.

Is broad terms, the proposed app sista of

asteps!

1. Identifying the types of known failures that. on he basis of en-

gineering judgement, are pys4lea4l4 possible foria given, repository

system in the sense of not violating physical laws. This Is done on

the basis of an exhausti ng review of the relevant literature and ex-

ploratory experimentation under the guidance of general principles

and existing knowledge of failure typos in other systems which have

points of similarity with the system under consideration. The pro-

cess of identification Is complete whenindependent review falls to

reveal new Vphrytic.Mr possible failure types.

2. Evaluation and preliminary dismissal of those proceeses which are

physically possible under some cooditions but physically impossible

8t~-in the repository conditions. . For example, a type of corrosion of

metallic components may be possible in a salt environment but a04 be

jed:CF-.to*o not possible in *Lo --niveosa- i ef a cev+t7-*h basalt.eD74t

This process is complete when all failure types previously Identi-

fied are either dismissed or explicitily retained for further analy- )
sis. The reasons for dismissal In each case are documented with de-

feasible arguments, and in sufficient detal s to facilitate subse-

quent reviews and possible reevaluations. I

3. For each of the failure types retained for further analysis, a model

is constructed, descrites the immedlate results of the failuro)

I-eed the conditions whic > d o the failurcbvoc~~a~f. o h aiu

T( e model recuired Is not necessarily a scientific model which could

predict from first principles a phenomenon such as corrosion of a

uetal, which is practleallv Impossible. The model is simply a clear

prescription to predict behavior. One ezample may be: a relief valve

\ A 4111"1e- o4a4wC'' 2e n4 I
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fails to resecta ios, Lat rnd~o Other examples

may be: a given metallic component in a given environment will stand

vlthout failure by corrosion for a period which is normally distri-

butod with a mean of S years and a variance of S years.

i

The nature of the failures, the state of knowledge. and the role of

the individual failure La the overall failure of the repository dic-

tates the level o required and the uncertainty which is

tolerable. 7X47 v;//

(Iihis proces a complete when for each of the falure modes there is e .p ;

a mode ljad the .istifetttion of the model is documented, not only

A , as to values but as to statistical uncertaintxr/sd distribution
_forms. zl >/ wt dir-Zo# o>r F

4. The paramet rs describing the environmental conditions of the reposi-

tory, t mo fe~evaft to the selected models, need tW be defined

aud Slues, probability distribution forms, and statistical-pre-

roiseH measured or calculated. /

Ibis proces Is complete when all the links betweengobservable and

measurable arameters of the repository system are identified, their

values and uncertaintiesae obtained. their probability distribu-

tions ascertained and justified, and the parameters and models are

rendered consistent In the sense that all parameters required in the

models of part three are covered in part four.

S. Once the set of parameters and models is available, they are com-

bined In a scheme that serves to explore all interactions and predict

failure probabilities.

Several schemes are possible. If the'failures tend to be mainly due to a
_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~4I~ V ssC C4..

combination of unfavorable circumstances tt:t . rae. rh:&4 lein nature.) then * scheme to predict failureandvrobabilitiej such as a Monte-Carlo pro-

pagation of- probabiliticze ~tll -the use of a phenomeno,;.uOD wonld

be desirable, 'and could be practical and acceptable.) On the other hand If the

failures are of a purely stochastic nature, as they end to be In well' de-
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t*iged c:plez eaglneetring systems. a fault tree or event tree scheme may be

more approp:Itte.

Since the design of high level waste repositories is at this time in a

fluid state, t1_orerall scheme can not be identified at this time. Zoever

4t 'akw-t won be practi I

to use with some of the repot ncepts now under co
M4IP

The .44J* scheme is a linear or seq catialscde e steps

to be completed before going to the ext step. This Is not the sequence in

which the information will be develo ed. The repository designer would work

along a parallel scheme, since kis c oices are multiple and quite interdepen-

dent. The scheme presented In this STP is the sequence of elements that

would be assembled for review and < aluatio!; is -not the sequence of

actions expected of the high level epository designev 1 , develop the infor-

attion required to justify the desi n. ~* ~

I---- ez.- a,

The demonstrated level of rell b lty of the waste package that will be

considered as satisfactory, for th4 criterion of reasonable assurance, is not

defined at this time* Ofth..4hstL-n he fundamental consideration that the risk

associated with the operation of c ;epositoryCZ ig be comparable to pre-

sently accepted risks to the pubi cssociated with operation of comparable

components of the nuclear fuel cyTe ISinet the waste packa a is art of a
, . . .__ ^ t~~~91g w oial ratln. iti \

riedundsat systCem the other part~ e a o st i.zols es \

pected that the reliability valu t espected of the wstet package. in respect

to the criteria of contailvcat a d release, would not be at a level comparable

to reliability espocted of goll- 0lete systems such as nuclear power reactorsJ

moet the requireme ts of contal ant and maximum release appear to presen | *flAL

limited threat to 6h public, incoeA failure of a waste £orm (such as boro- |

silicate glass)to limit the re ease to 10-5 does not appear to involve a

discontinuity of elease, whi h suggests a continuum of consequences rather

than a Jump. _ 7r a 'at, 4,Z a a J
7' ; S, ,_ ___ ___

' Therefore, the expect -level of reliability of a waste package will be

comparable to that of one the reactor safety systems.



2:. Refulstorv Pos it Ion l| H

2.1 Information Required For Evdluation Of Reliabil ty

purovae "a Avpllcsbilitv1 (Of

The applicant will submit to NRC a Safety Anal/si (SAR) in accord

with the requirements of the Code of Federal Regal/ t o0 a 1s eport will

confor= to the guidelines of the Standard Format. \

_4/ 4 y0a A a4..e 4 / Sic4 i, s/. s/ \sARA
This Standard Format will be used to establish a uniformlty in rfrt7'

A-uAlyis - t s*Cu submitted as part of the applications for construction and

operating licenses for a *tU.Levol Usis Repository and to indicsAt the in-

formation to be subsequently outlined In the reports.

The principal purpose for the preparation and submittal of an SAR is to

inform the NRC of the characteristics of the repository and its anticipated

performance under both pre-closcre and post-closure conditions.

The information provided in the SAR must be sufficient to enable the NRC

to determine whether a repository can be designed and constructed such that

Its performance will result In no undue risk to the health and safety ofi the

public as specified by 10 CFR 60.

Prior to submitting the SAR, the applicant should have conducted an

evaluation of the repository and its proposed site in sufficient detail t

substantiate its integrity. ,

'The Stanafrd Format Identifies the principal detailed information tha$1s

* required by the NXC staff in its evaluation of the application. This form t

will help assure the completeness of the information provided, will assist he

regulatory s ff and others in locating the information. and will aid in

shortening e time needed for the review process. The Standard Fo=at ap-

plies to a Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR) and a Final Safet

7A. >A-e4&g -8 o7e$P 4 £a L Vc ,.
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1Alysis Report (tSAR), but If a spc gfic criterion applies only to the FSARS

it will be so indicated in the text4ftSAR) at the end of the text criterion as

guidance of a specific statement. If a certain sectioi is applicable only to

O I / FSAI it may be indicated by Including (ISAR) following the heading.

Although the spe ific Informat on identified in the Standard Format will

Kreforence to sps t Nude as Repository e.g. corrosion resis-

.tant caniter, overpack, backfill which constitutes a three barrier concept)

c geeraI fo and contee aton of information should also

be applicable t e Ttle types and configurations.
_ _ ____ h

The information indicated in the Standard Format is a minimum for an SAR.

t Ls recognized that all the information that may be required to complete the

staff review (or all the information that his been presented in previous SARW)

formatlon in the SlR, as appropriate. In this regard It is the applicant's

responsibility to be aware of current areas of concern to the regulatory staff

* and subjects where insufficient Information is being provided, as indicated by

questions associated with other applications, and to address these in the SMU.

Upon receipt of an application, the regulatory staff will perform a pre-

liminary revlew to determine if the SAR provides a reasonably complete pre-

sentation of the information that Is needed to form a basis for the finding

required before issuance of a permit or license. The Standard Format will be

used by the staff as a guideline to identify the type of information needed,

unless there or not doing so. If it does not provide a

reasonably complete presentation of the nectessary information, further review

of the application will not be initiated until a reasonably complete present:-

| tion is provided. The information provided in the SAR should be up-to-date

with respect to the state of technology for nuclear waste repositories and

should take into account recent changes in NRC regulations and guides and in

{industry codes and standards, the results of recent developments in repository

containment, and experience in the construction and performance of reposi-

tories.

t ~~~~~~~~-6-



* * The desisn It!ormation provided in the SAR should reflect the most ad-

vanced state of design at the time of submission. if certain information

identified in the Standard Format is not yet available at the time of submis-

sion of a PSAR because the design has not progressed sufficiently at the time

of writing, the following should be Included in the PSAR: the criteria and

btses being used to develop the required information, the concepts and/or al-

ternatives under consideration, and the schedule for completion of the design,

and submission of the missing information. In general, the PSAR should des-

cribe the preliminary design of the repository in sufficient detail to enable

a definitive evaluation by the regulatory staff as to whether the repository

can be constructed and exist without undue risk to the health and safety of

the public. Similarly, the FSAR should describe in detail the final design of

the repository as constructed.

Changes from the criteria, designs and bases included In the PSAR, as

well as any new criteria, designs and bases, should be Udentified in the FSAR.

The reasons for and safety significance of each change should be discussed.

It is recognized that in many cases the applicant nay wish to include

appendices In the S.R to provide supplemental information not explicitly

Identified in the Standard Format. Some examples of such information are:

(1) summaries of the manner in which the applicant has treated matters

addressed In NRC Guidelines or proposed regulations, and

(2) supplementary information regarding calculati~o methods or design

approaches used by the applicant or its agents.

The applicant should strive for clear, concise presentations of the' It

formatio; provided in the SAR. Confusing or ambiguous statements and unneces-

sarily c desctriptions do not contribute to expeditious technical review$. )

Claims of adequacy of designs or design methods should be supported by techni-

cal bases.

-7-



It is not the intent of the Standard Foruat to require duplication of in-

formation. Similar or identical informatlon may be requested in various see-

tions because it Is relevant to rore than one portion of the repository, how-

ever, this Information, If appropriately referenced and identified in the

applicable places of t6e SRM need tot be repeated. For example, where dii-

grams for the same plan are requested in more than one section in the Standard

Format, duplicate disgrA.s need not be submitted provided that all the infor-

itionT requested 'in &lI s bsectiont Is submitted and appropriately identified

and referenced-;'

There numerical values are stated, the number of significant figures

given should reflect the accuracy or precision to which the number is known.

Where possible, estimated limits of error or uncertainty should be given.

Abbreviations should be consistent throughout the SAR, and should be con-

sistent with generally accepted usat. Any abbreviations, symbols or special |49it

terms not In general usage or unique to the proposed repositoy should be de-

flved In oeac section of the S1R where they are used. |r

Drawings, maps, diagrams, sketches, and charts should be employed where

the information can be presented more adequately or conveniently by such

means. Due Con-cvrn should be taken to assure that all information presented

in drawings is legibl!, /ymbols are defined, and drawings are not reduced to

the extent that visual aids are necessary to interpret pertinent items of in-

formation presented*.i the draings.

Reports or other documents that are referenced in the text of the SAR

should be listed at the end of the section in which they are referenced. In

cases where proprietary documents are referenced, a non-propriettary summary

description of the document should also be referenced.

The SAR should follow the numbering system of the Standard Format at

least down to the level of subsections. For example, subsection 2.1.3 of the

SAR should provide all the information requested within subsection 2.1.3 of

the Standard Format.

K V 4•A. f,#0 m 0-e
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l 2.1.1 Packstc Design

According to 10 CFP. 60, the waste pac>(e includes,/

(1) The waste form which cons rts of the radioactive waste materials and

any associated encapsul2"iig or stabilizing Materials.

(2) The container which s the first major sealed enclosure that

the waste form. / I YESS CC

(3) Overpacks which onsist of any mfeTr u-Cri , receptalle, wrapper,

'box or other St cture, that Al both wipthin and an ntegral part of

a waste package &A

This constitutes t major rrirs. z

Several alternatives now exist concerning thc ne p f these barriers,

therefore the following necessary criteria for ired. tons will be

general In nature. (A specific package wP14- used In the sample problem In

Appendix A).

ra the SAl the applicant will submit drawings and schematics along with

the dimensions of each barrier and the material specifications.

Of considerable importance are thierZ dimensions of the repository, !
however the dimensions and configurations of escl separate barrier should alsoR

be shown preferably about the axis lo mm f t

A cp ; of the model along with the zoning used In the vicinity

of the repository should also be submitted.
_-. - - - - *-.*-.a.............. a. ............ *iCLth

It Is recognized that a conceptual design of the repository will require

nertain guiding features which can be either sinpIe or complex. _ *

) ~ ~ vo~- 7 'A't
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